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By 1967, it was clear to Eric Lenneberg that reconstructing the phylogenetic
history of language should require the adoption of a non-functional (or
Owenian) homology concept for grounding relevant comparisons. Fifty
years later, most biolinguistic approaches have betrayed this project, for
they routinely derive their conclusions regarding the unique/shared status
of language onmerely folk grounds—as dramatically illustrated in Hauser,
Chomsky & Fitch vs. Pinker & Jackendoff’s debate, or based on functional
considerations—as in Chomsky’s recent conceptualization of language as
a unique tool for thought. Here we claim that Lenneberg’s project needs
to be resumed and we articulate some suggestions about how to conduct
it, taking advantage of recent findings and new conceptual insights con-
cerning two crucial levels of analysis actually pinpointed by him—namely,
anatomical/molecular structure and physiological function.
Keywords: homology thinking; character concept; evolutionary novel-
ties; computational mind
Homologies cannot be established by relying on similarity
that rests on superficial inspection [. . . ];
on logical rather than biological aspects [. . . ];
and on anthropocentric imputation of motives.
—Eric Lenneberg (1969: 641)
1. Introduction
It takes an easy exercise of folk comparative biology to persuade a freshman of the
uniqueness of language when compared to the closest nonhuman behaviors that
could possibly come to mind—say, the songs of oscine birds, the alarm calls of
vervet monkeys, etc. As far as one can say, none of these otherwise sophisticated
capabilities appears to provide the means for establishing complex sound-meaning
pairings—alternatively, gesture-meaning pairings, ranging across any imaginable
experiential domain, andwith an open-ended capacity for composing new complex
expressions from a finite array of preexistent basic units. In other words, a rela-
tively shallow awareness of some Hockett-style definitional properties of language
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(Hockett 1960), togetherwith some familiaritywith songs, calls, or other nonhuman
ways of signaling, appear to suffice to strongly fix the persuasion that language is
uniquely human. At its proper (folk) level of observational accuracy, the statement
is innocuous—perhaps even true, in the sense that it is true that France is hexago-
nal at a certain level of observational accuracy, as famously stated by Austin (1962:
143). But at a deeper level, one already subject to the strictures of biology proper,
the matter becomes empirical and one to which expedient answers should not be
welcome. To put it plainly, whether language is or is not a uniquely human capacity
is clearly a matter of scientific discovery, the fulfillment of which obviously asks for
a collaborative effort of theoretical linguistics and comparative biology at different
levels of organization—say, from molecules to behavior. Moreover, and crucially
to the point to be made here, such an effort is pointless if not conducted under the
overarching umbrella of ‘homology thinking’, in the sense recently put forward by
the likes of Ereshefsky (2012) and G.P. Wagner (2015). It may strike outsiders as
surprising that the upsurge of evolutionary linguistics in the last few decades has
made its way alien to such a reasonable guideline.
But it should strike insiders likewise, for it was already clear to Eric Lenneberg,
as soon as in 1967, that any serious statement concerning the phylogenetic status
of language must rely on bona fide structural and functional comparisons—be it at
the anatomical, physiological or molecular levels of analysis, and disregarding the
kinds of design and teleological considerations on which folk statements are com-
monly based. It clearly is a historical mistake of today’s biolinguistic approach to
language evolution to have sidestepped Lennenberg’s wise advice in paragraphs
like the following:
A study of design features may give us insight into some of the biases
that enter into the process of natural selection, into the biological use-
fulness of certain features of animal communication but it is not rele-
vant to the reconstruction of phylogenetic history. For the latter we are
only interested in the relation of types of anatomical structure (includ-
ing molecular structure) and physiological function (including motor
coordination and sensory acuity), but we disregard the usefulness or ef-
ficiency of these features to the contemporary form.
(Lenneberg 1967: 234, emphasis in original)
The issue of deciding whether language is a new, unique organ of the cog-
nitive make-up of humans, or rather an old, more or less widely shared one also
present in the cognitive constitution of other species, is clearly a concern for homol-
ogy thinking, understood along the lines of Lenneberg’s suggestion.
Let us clarify before proceeding that it is not the case that deciding whether
what humans do with language is unique or at least special is a matter devoid of
any biological interest. It is, of course, a biologically interesting question, but in the
context of ‘population thinking’—a complementary branch to homology thinking
within evolutionary biology (G.P. Wagner 2015), interested in deciding which se-
lective pressures, if any, could possibly have favored the stabilization of language
in the primeval human populations. But note that regarding this question, whether
language is or is not an organ—new or otherwise, is not particularly demanding.
Let us also note that for other evolutionary concerns—namely, the ones related to
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so-called ‘tree thinking’ (G.P. Wagner 2015), considering language as ‘new’ (strictly
speaking, an ‘autapomorphy’) may be critical if one credits it a role in fixing the po-
sition of humans within their closest nonhuman relatives. But in that case a loose
notion of ‘organ’ may be enough. Actually, the role of autapomorphy is routinely
credited to the absence of organs, or to traits that do not qualify as bona fide or-
gans. In as much as ‘something’ (or ‘nothing’) offers a clue of the relative kinship
between members of a group of species, it qualifies as an autapomorphy (Mu¨ller &
G.P. Wagner 1991).
Let’s stress this from the outset. Our main aim in this paper—in conformity
with the goals of ‘homological thinking’—has mostly to do with the individuation
of organs, i.e. (1) how their identities can be established, so as to (2) verify how their
shared or unique character can possibly be settled. In doing this, issues extremely
important to the concerns of ‘population’ and ‘tree thinking’—like adaptive func-
tion, adaptive change, kinship degree, etc.—become of a secondary interest. Their
omission in this paper is thus not due to their lack of intrinsic importance, but to
their low explanatory profile regarding the issues to be dealt with.
In this paper, we want to work out the idea that if one’s goal has to do with
establishing whether the natural history of ‘language as an organ’ starts with hu-
mans or it rather has an older pedigree, then practicing homological thinking is
inescapable. And not only this, it is also inescapable doing it along the lines sug-
gested by Eric Lenneberg, which are but the lines solidly grounded—but largely
marginalized—by Richard Owen in the mid 19th century. One should not under-
stand this as if questions of uniqueness/novelty only make sense as associated to
organs—of course, they don’t. But as a matter of fact, the idea of ‘language as
an organ’ (Anderson & Lightfoot 2002) has been a persistent one all through the
generativist tradition—but maybe not for the right reasons, and it is one that we
believe will gain more credit and support in the near future. Both questions will
be presently dealt with. Central to our claims is that it makes a lot of sense to con-
sider the unique/shared condition of language at this particular level of analysis,
departing from the most common position which holds that it only makes sense to
break up language as a composite or mosaic of sorts (Hauser et al. 2002, Boeckx
2012) and considering the issue on a piecemeal basis.
The main take home message of this paper is thus that the rehabilitation of
Lenneberg’s phylogenetic thought is crucial for the evolutionary biolinguistic pro-
ject, a claim that boils down to the idea that it is urgent to inject a good dose of
(Owenian) homology thinking into it. The paper is organized as follows: Section
2 is a critical one, in which we document the lack of genuine homology thinking
in some of the most reputed recent biolinguistic approaches to language evolution.
Section 3, in turn, makes some positive suggestions about the application of homol-
ogy thinking to the case of language at different levels of biological analysis. It also
reflects on the landscape that such an application opens regarding the ‘unique vs.
shared’ issue. A brief concluding remark closes the paper.
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2. The Achilles’ Heel of Evolutionary Biolinguistics—How Lenneberg Antic-
ipated it
Anew instrumental use of an organic structuremay prove critical for the survival of
a given species; yet natural evolution (not to be confoundedwith Natural Selection)
is not about the evolution of instruments: Natural evolution is about the evolution
of organic structures. An instrument is an ‘intentional’ object, so one to be defined
attending to the purpose that it stands for—or ‘intends’. But obviously enough, the
intentionality of an instrument is derivative of that of a mind capable of executing
such a designated purpose—or ‘intention.’ As a matter of fact, a long philosophical
tradition, customarily traced back to Brentano’s (1874) work, holds that intentional-
ity is the hallmark of the ‘mental’, and that only minds are intrinsically intentional.
Organic structures thus are not (cannot be) instruments, for assuming the stance
that they are is tantamount to derivatively deem them intentional things, the pri-
mary source of which could not possibly be but Mother Nature. An instrumental
conception of organisms and their organ constitution thus entails the underlying
(anthropocentric) stance of ascribing a mind to nature (Fodor & Piattelli-Palmarini
2010, Richards 2002, 2005). Clearly, and despite the pervading instrumentalism that
for centuries has been present in naturalistic thought, organs are not instruments;
they are just systems, connected to and embedded within overarching systems,
with characteristic activity regimes that pave the way to emergent, somehow un-
predictable practical effects, given the intricacies of the internal constitution of the
organism itself and of its trade-offs with the environment (Cummins 1975, Love
2007, Wouters 2003). Starting evolutionary thinking at this latter, practical inter-
face of sorts implies locating evolutionary explanation too much ahead of where it
should start.
So, while it is important to understand how the human species has taken ad-
vantage of its organic constitution along its natural history, the issue is nevertheless
irrelevant when what is in dispute is how purportedly new aspects of the human
natural constitution have possibly come into existence. In the case that concerns us
here, all this boils down to the conclusion that deciding whether language is ‘for’
communicating, or ‘for’ thinking, or ‘for’ communicating or thinking about this
or that, is a negligible question when debates revolve around its evolutionary ori-
gins, including its innovative or conservative character. To such an aim, the focus
must rather be put on comparisons between the organic structure(s) for which the
word ‘language’ is used as a shortcut, and other nonhuman organic structures that
can reasonably be suspected of being related with it (or them) in terms of anatomy,
molecular underpinnings, or physiological activity. This methodological principle
was crystal clear to Eric Lenneberg in 1967, as the quote in section 1 demonstrates.
Let us refer to it as ‘Lenneberg’s Phylogenetic First Principle’—henceforth, LPFP.
It should strike observers and practitioners of the biolinguistic program cur-
rently being developed under the habitually explicit advocation of Lenneberg’s
book, that some of the most influential approaches to the evolutionary origins of
language have been conducted in the last years completely sidestepping LPFP. The
case of Chomsky’s delimitation and compartmentalization of language for evolu-
tionary concerns in recent works provides a dramatic illustration of this claim—see,
for example, Chomsky 2013 and 2016. To start with, Chomsky symptomatically ac-
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cepts the ‘communication vs. thought-related’ character of language at face value
in this regard, and he concludes with the following Solomonic stance: Language is
to be compartmentalized into a communication-related component and a thought-
related component. On this conclusion he subsequently bases his evolutionary
claim that the former, communication-related side of language—an Externalization
device—belongs to a very old ancestry, so clearly is not a new language-specific
component; only the latter, thought-related side—a Language of Thought— is gen-
uinely new and purportedly the most distinctive seal of human nature. Chomsky’s
evolutionary tenets are however flawed, precisely because they run, and strongly
indeed, against LPFP. Let’s examine this with some detail.
Note, first, that Chomsky is delineating the evolved linguistic phenotype—
both in the ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’ senses of Hauser et al. (2002)—exclusively attend-
ing to functional considerations: Language is—broadly speaking—a tool for com-
municating thoughts, within which the component for generating thoughts and
the one for externalizing them can be safely taken apart; but above all—or nar-
rowly speaking—language is an ‘instrument’ for thought—the word ‘instrument’
is taken from his own fragments (e.g., Chomsky 2016: 16). However, Chomsky’s
move is useless as a way of identifying language as an evolved phenotype: Firstly,
because pinpointing such allegedly natural functions of language, no organic struc-
ture whatsoever shows up that one can subsequently evolutionarily explain; and
secondly, because the notions of ‘communication’ or ‘thought’ are being used in
statements like these in merely a folk, intuitive way that hardly can serve the task
of individuating a bona fide organic entity. Curiously enough, Chomsky is perfectly
aware of the oddities of functional adscription exercises, starting with the oddity
of thinking that language has a purpose (Chomsky 2016: 15, Berwick & Chomsky
2016: 63), which makes his confidence in loose functional criteria for delineating
the language phenotype and making conjectures about ancestry and innovative-
ness evenmore perplexing. If this critique is on track—andwe strongly believe that
it is—such influential works like Berwick and Chomsky 2011, Berwick & Chomsky
2016, Bolhuis et al. 2014, or Hauser et al. 2014, even Hauser et al. 2002, to be fair, are
clearly vitiated from the start, for they all rely on Chomsky’s functionally inspired
conjectures about the language phenotype.1
So, what is so vexing about functional ascription—as the likes of Berwick and
Chomsky aptly acknowledge? In a nutshell, it is that organs such as, for example,
bones, “do not have a single, unambiguous function”, and that “what is true for
bones is also true for human language” (Berwick & Chomsky 2016: 63). An organ’s
purpose may change from one to another situation, without even composing some-
1 Chomsky’s position regarding this whole issue is, to say the least, obscure. On the one hand,
his functional characterization of Externalization appears to be easily reducible to biologi-
cal standards, as a system adapted to the communicative needs of Thought, the evolution
of which required selecting suitably available genes, like FOXP2, according to the ‘printer’
story put forward in Berwick & Chomsky (2011)—see below. But Thought—i.e. Language
proper, on the other hand, while also functionally defined, does not appear to respond to a
history of adaptive evolution along similar lines—Chomsky’s preferred alternative, at least
from his 1968 on, having been that it derives from a spontaneous auto-organizational pro-
cess of sorts. But if so, according to most authorities (e.g., Millikan 1984), it is not clear how
Thought/Language could possibly have acquired its functional credentials. This eventually
leads us to our conviction that Chomsky’s ‘Thought’ is not a biologically sanctionable cate-
gory, but a metaphysical one.
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thing like that particular organ’s functional repertoire. And more crucial to this
point, an organ’s purpose(s) may change from one to another species, a common
observation that does not compromise that particular organ’s interspecies identity.
As a matter of fact, the ‘homology’ concept historically grew out of these kinds of
observations—for example, that the forelimb may serve as a wing or as flipper,2
among many other things, in different species, which justified an underlying iden-
tity concept capable of sidestepping functional considerations. When projecting
this simple piece of homology thinking onto language, one easily discovers that
Chomsky’s uniqueness statement is, to say the least, premature, for the emergence
of a new—even qualitatively—way of thinking, does not automatically entails the
emergence of a new associated organic structure. For the sake of accuracy, note also
that from the fact that vocal or gestural signing is widespread in the organic world,
one cannot automatically derive the conclusion that language does not incorporate
brand new means for doing it.
Chomsky’s disregard of LPFP is not a trivial issue, for in the end it leaves the
biolinguistic approach orphan of a phenotype to be evolutionarily explained. Ob-
viously enough, the task of explaining whether it is an innovative or conservative
aspect of the constitution of humans becomes vacuous in the absence of such an ob-
ject. However, Chomsky is not alone in this particular side of the question. In the
last years, many efforts have been directed to judge the unique or shared character
of language, namely by disentangling which aspects of language can reasonably
be linked with other aspects of animal cognition—see Fitch 2005, for a synthesis.
Leaving aside that such comparative efforts are usually aimed at establishing con-
nections at an observable/behavioral level—thus dealing with ‘design features’ or
‘use’ considerations, very much against LPFP, they add to this shortcoming the ex-
tra one of not being assisted by any technically established concept of ‘evolutionary
novelty’. We hasten to clarify that there is not a unique, consensual ‘evolution-
ary novelty’ concept in biology—see A. Wagner (2011) and G.P. Wagner (2014), for
two recent non-coincidental approaches to the issue. But what is substantial to our
point is that there exist some respectable definitions of such concepts. However,
none of them is consistently applied in the biolinguistic approaches to the ‘unique
vs. shared’ issue. As an illustration, let us concentrate on the Hauser, Chomsky
and Fitch vs. Pinker and Jackendoff debate, which is to a great extent responsible
for the incorporation of the issue into the biolinguistic agenda (Hauser et al. 2002,
Fitch et al. 2005, Pinker & Jackendoff 2005, Jackendoff & Pinker 2005).
To begin with, it is worth mentioning that the contributions that articulated
the debate were mostly focused on the topic of the level of abstraction that linguis-
tic theory must adopt so that relevant comparisons with non-linguistic behaviors
2 We keep off this discussion an important insight due to John Searle, who observes that func-
tions are basically in the eye of the beholder, since deciding what a given organic structure is
exactly for is clearly biased by the observer’s familiarity with instruments, cultural practices,
and so on (Searle 1992: 237–240). Richard Owen almost expressed the same intuition in his
1849, when he observed that it adds nothing to the characterization of the mole’s forelimb to
say that it is for ‘digging’ or for ‘swimming’ in the soil. For similar considerations, see also
Canguilhem (1952) and, more recently, Fodor and Piattelli-Palmarini (2010), where the issue
is treated under the general rubric of the ‘problem of intentionality’. Incidentally, Lenneberg
also suggested something along similar lines: “The human observer at times is forced to make
predictions about what would be useful to a certain way of life, but predictions may be purely
the result of his anthropocentric outlook” (Lenneberg 1967: 25).
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can aptly be made in order to shed some light upon the issue. In fact, the main
source of dissent between the contenders was that each party defended the ap-
plication of a very different resolution of the linguist’s lenses in conducting the
enterprise. As a consequence, Pinker and Jackendoff found every reason to set
apart language from any other form of nonhuman cognition/behavior, for they
defended to respect the results of linguistic theory at a very fine-grained level of
detail as the relevant base of comparison. In contrast, Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch
concluded that language is for the most part homogenous with non-animal cog-
nition/behavior, as one can easily appreciate by relaxing the strictures of linguis-
tic analyses and conducting comparisons on the basis of the minimal architectural
components and design specifications of the human faculty of language. We don’t
need to enter here into the details of the discussion that ensued. Suffice to say here
that the underlying strategy that both parties shared is dubious to begin with, for
it relies in a linguistic/anthropocentric stance that necessarily biases and vitiates
conclusions from the outset: Namely, the acritical adoption of human language—
one of the terms of comparison—as the basis for comparison at the same time.
Curiously enough, Owen (1849) was perfectly aware of this potential contamina-
tion of the comparative method when he suggested that the homologies that one
may reasonably conclude between organs of different species—instances of ‘spe-
cial’ homology—might be meticulously differentiated from homologies as set by
reference to an abstract, third term of comparison—instances of ‘general’ homol-
ogy. For many, this inescapably (and fatally) leads to the original sin of Platonism.
But this is not relevant here, for the right take home lesson is a different one, and
Lenneberg was well aware of it: Namely, that we need neutral grounds for framing
the comparative endeavor, and that such grounds must be based on independently
well-established biological criteria—to repeat his own words:
[This endeavor must be based on] the relation of types of anatomical
structure (includingmolecular structure) and physiological function (in-
cludingmotor coordination and sensory acuity). (Lenneberg 1967: 234)
Claims of homology or novelty are of necessity to be framed in agreement
with LPFP. But this is not enough, for well-defined and sufficiently consensual ‘ho-
mology’ and ‘novelty’ concepts are also required to conduct the task on a meaning-
ful basis. Which is another fatal flaw of the debate, as Table 1 below illustrates. As
can easily be grasped, different and non-coincidental senses were used, not just by
each of the contender parties—which obviously enough prevented the discussion
from attaining any possible point of understanding, but also by each party along a
single contribution—which prevented the debate from being fully intelligible.3
Against this background, we believe that radical changes are urgently needed
in the biolinguistic enterprise in order to attain the desired convergence with evo-
lutionary biology at large.
3 It is also a symptom of the looseness with which the discussion was conducted in the course
of the debate, given the fact that no single entry in the reference list of the papers referred to
any biological treatment of the subject. By 2005, however, such landmark papers like Mayr
(1960), Mu¨ller & G.P. Wagner (1991, 2003) and a whole volume like Nitecki (1990), might have
served this purpose
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Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch Pinker & Jackendoff
Shared Unique Shared Unique
Homolog;
Analog;
Huge overlap in the
mechanisms;
Largely in place before;
Minor modifications;
Given;
Unchanged;
Quantitatively different;
Overlaps with others;
Streamlined;
Based upon a foundation
shared;
Built upon ancient
foundations;
Hypertrophied;
Otherwise specialized
Specifically adapted;
Uniquely adapted;
Lack of analog;
Innovative;
Special;
Specifically evolved;
Qualitatively new;
Difference of kind
Modified;
Similarities found;
Homologous;
Analogous;
Augmented;
Altered;
Retained;
Extended;
Minor extension;
Discerned in others;
Partly overlapping;
With other general
purposes;
All properties in common;
Reminiscent of another trait
With nothing remotely
similar;
(In part) newly evolved;
Differences found;
Special;
Sui generis, specific;
Absent in others;
(Only) some properties in
common;
Different in significant aspects
Table 1: The multifarious folk semantics of the ‘unique vs. shared’ distinction in the Hauser, Chom-
sky & Fitch vs. Pinker & Jackendoff’s debate.
3. A new Heel for Achilles—With Lenneberg on our Side
LPFP precludes claims of homology from being based on either design features or
functional considerations. In the previous section, we have sought to very generally
justify why functional considerations having to do with ‘usefulness’ or ‘efficiency’
are pointless in this regard, but less space was devoted to design or formal criteria.
Curiously enough, Lenneberg’s claim on the issue almost mimics Owen’s histori-
cal statement about what the homology concept boils down to, for he states that
claims about homology were to be settled abstracting away from both formal and
functional details:
Homology.—The same organ in different animals under every variety
of form and function. (Owen 1843: 379)
This definition is particularly suggestive, especially when considering that
in Owen’s times the most reputed method for claiming homologies was a formal
one, namely the conservation of parts and patterns of correlation among them in
different animals. Owen himself had to routinely recur to this method in his daily
practice as a comparative anatomist, but he had the strong intuition that homolo-
gies should ultimately be based on the generative or developmental resources pu-
tatively shared by the corresponding organs (Balari & Lorenzo 2012, 2015a). It is
probably not too much of a stretch to say that Owen found formal considerations
rife with the same kinds of difficulties that one finds when managing with func-
tional ones: Namely, that forms are continuous, so determining when formal vari-
eties are tokens of the same or different formal types, again, is only in the eye of
the beholder. Pinpointing generative/developmental criteria as a neutral ground
for deciding anatomical sameness was certainly within the purview of 19th century
anatomists, even if the adequate operationalization means were still lacking.
The previous comments amount to the conclusion that anatomical homolo-
gies ultimately are to be resolved on developmental grounds, which nowadays
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mostly—but not exclusively—means on molecular grounds (G.P. Wagner 1989).
Subsection 3.1. below is devoted to introducing the prospects of such a project
in the case of language and points to some tentative conclusions regarding the
‘unique vs. shared’ issue that, we think, can plausibly be drawn at this point
in time. After this, subsection 3.2 reflects on how one should conceptualize the
functional/physiological level of analysis, also pinpointed by Lenneberg, in order
to operationalize it for the same goal.
3.1. Anatomical/Molecular Structure
Individuating organic systems is not an easy task. Yet, it is a crucial one for decid-
ing the case of the putative novelty of a particular such system. Actually, having a
robust rationale for the individuation of organs is part and parcel of the attribution
of a unique or shared identity of a particular organ at a given evolutionary time.
This is, for example, the route recently taken by Gu¨nter P. Wagner, whose homo-
logical theory primarily relies on the distinction between the ‘character identity’
and the ‘character state’ concepts (G.P. Wagner 2014: 51–54): A character identity
refers to an underlying ‘sameness’ to different organ tokens, while character states
refer to the more or less varying ways in which these organ tokens actually surface.
As stated in the previous formulation, a given character identity is not something
that one may expect to be open to direct inspection: It is an ‘underlying’ property,
not a ‘superficial’ one, contrary to formal or functional traits—thus in agreement
with the classical, Owenian homology concept discussed above. According to G.P.
Wagner (2014: Ch. 3), what makes different organ tokens of the same organ type is
their sharing an underlying Character Identity Network (ChIN), which he defines
as a reiterative pattern of interactions between genetic sequences—and products
thereof—that interfaces with, on the one side, positional information provided by
inductive signals, and, on the other side, ‘realizer’ genetic machinery, the activity of
which brings about alternative character states in different developmental scenar-
ios. The ChIN concept thus provides an explanation for the developmental indi-
viduality of a body part, that is its ability to express different sets of realizer genes
than other body parts. Diverse illustrations are provided by G.P. Wagner (2014),
which underpin traditional homological attributions—for example, fin/limb iden-
tity (Owen 1849, G.P.Wagner 2014: Ch. 10), but put into question some others—like
the one that putatively holds of different vision organs (Gehring & Kazuko 1999,
G.P. Wagner 2014: 111). In any event, it is the big picture, not particular applica-
tions, which is relevant for our present concerns.
It is good news that G.P. Wagner’s model locates us on a developmental ter-
rain, for knowledge about the developmental and, ultimately, genetic basis of lan-
guage, while still limited, has dramatically increased in the last years, thanks to the
window provided by congenital language impairments—which already were one
of Lenneberg’s focuses of attention (Lenneberg 1967: Ch. 6). We know now of the
central role of the FOXP2 hub gene in the sustained regulation of genetic activity
that leads to the configuration of a complex neural circuitry that comprises parts of
the basal ganglia, the cerebellum, the frontal cortex, and re-entering tracts of fibers
connecting them (Lai et al. 2001, Enard et al. 2002, Lai et al. 2003, Lie´geois et al.
2003, Enard et al. 2009, Reimers-Kipping et al. 2011; see Newbury et al. 2010, Enard
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2011, Preuss 2012, and Graham & Fisher 2013, for some state-of-the-art reviews).
Besides, we also know how FOXP2 promotes neural differentiation at these partic-
ular sites by interacting with the retinoic acid signaling pathway, which regulates
neuronal migration (reducing it) and neurite outgrowth (increasing it), two key
processes for neural circuit formation (Vernes et al. 2011, Devanna et al. 2014, van
Rhijn & Vernes 2015). Progress has also beenmade in the identification of genes tar-
geted by FOXP2 during the corresponding developmental loop, which reasonably
enough contribute either to keep it active or to realize the form/function specifici-
ties of the resulting human characteristic circuitry (Johnson et al. 2009, Konopka et
al. 2009, Vernes & Fisher 2009, Newbury & Monaco 2010, Roll et al. 2010, Vernes et
al. 2011, Konopka et al. 2012, Ayub et al. 2013, Chiu et al. 2014, Rodenas-Cuadrado
et al. 2014, Webb 2015). Finally, important insights have been gained with regard to
enhancers and protein regulators—for example, SUMO proteins—of FOXP2’s own
activity (Bonkowsky et al. 2008, Becker et al. 2015, Estruch et al. 2006, Becker 2016,
Torres-Ruiz et al. 2016, Usui et al. 2016).
Needless to say, what we at present have at our disposal is certainly only a
small fragment of a very intricate net of molecular products and interactions, to
be hopefully more extensively unveiled in the years to come—for a visualization
of its present state, see Konopka et al. (2012: 619; fig.6). In any event, what we
already have starts to look very much like a Wagnerian ChIN, as figure 1 tries to
illustrate. The skeleton of the figure is taken from G.P. Wagner (2014: 97; figure 3.8),
we simply super-add a few representative data from the sources referred to in the
previous paragraph.
Let us stress that the hypothesis above amounts to the tenet that FOXP2 is
part of a regulatory network that developmentally individuates parts of the brain,
which, in humans, correlates with/embodies the language capacity. Assumedly,
such a hypothetical network still waits for stronger experimental support than hith-
erto available; yet we contend that known putative fragments may already serve
the task of guiding a homological enterprise. Regarding this enterprise, it is also
crucial to keep in mind that such a task is not merely one of detecting gene names
here and there, but of witnessing relevant interactive patterns between reasonable
orthologs and related materials.
Figure 1: A first take on the language ChIN. The hub FOXP2 gene is represented in the image as
interfacing key positional clues and a complex machinery of self-sustaining or realizer molecular
stuff.
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The previous comment also points to the reason why we believe that the
ChIN concept provides a more powerful tool for conducting such a homological
program than the closely related, yet different ‘deep homology’ one, which refers
to extremely conservative genetic sequences that demonstrably have a key role in
the making of organisms (Shubin et al. 1997, 2009; see Fitch 2011 and Scharff &
Petri 2011, for its application to the case of language). Clearly enough, deep ho-
mologies reveal non-trivial evolutionary relations; yet, they clearly do not manage
by themselves to support claims of ‘sameness’, like the ones that the ChIN con-
cept is aimed at capturing. Deep homology concerns the natural proclivity to rede-
ploy resources, but this is so even in cases where, considering the whole context,
resources have been recruited for the making of (more or less radically) different
organs. Besides, ChINs only make sense when what is at stake is the individuation
of organs, while deep homologies liberally apply at lower levels of analysis—for
example, protrusions and other intermediate structures, particular aspects of an
organ’s composition, etc. (G. P. Wagner 2014: 36).
Partial as the available information surely is about the putative ChIN repre-
sented in figure 1, we however insist on the claim that it is rich enough to start
carrying out a bona fide homological project as regards human language (Balari &
Lorenzo 2015b). Such a claim is partially based on our conviction that, for the first
time, an amenable theoretical model exists to confidently guiding the task, but also
on the fact that abundant comparative data already exist, from which some prelim-
inary conclusion can already be achieved (Webb & Zhang 2005, White et al. 2006,
Fisher & Scharff 2009, Konopka & Geschwind 2010, Scharff & Petri 2011, Fontenot
& Konopka 2014). To cite but a few, orthologs of FOXP2 have been exhaustively
studied in organisms such as as the fly—(d)FoxP (DasGupta et al. 2014, Lawton
et al. 2014, Mendoza et al. 2014), the bee—AmFoxP (Kiya et al 2008), zebrafish
and medaka—foxP2 (Bonkowsky & Chien 2005, Shah et al. 2006, Itakura 2008), the
bat—FoxP2 (Li et al. 2007, Chen et al. 2013, Vernes 2017), and the mouse—Foxp2
(Ferland et al. 2003, Lai et al. 2003, Shu et al. 2005, Enard et al. 2009, Enard 2014,
Fujita & Momoi 2014, Schreiweis et al. 2014, Medvedeva 2015, Castellucci et al.
organism genetic proxy loci of expression
Drosophila melanogaster (d)FoxP
Protocerebral bridge (PB) (⇡ Striatum) / Central
complex (CX) (⇡ Basal ganglia) /
Optic,glomeruli
Apis mellifera AmFoxP Optic lobes / Central Complex / Dorsal lobes /Protocerebral lobes (connected by PB)
zebrafish foxP2
Telencephalon / Diencephalon / Cerebellum /
Hindbrain / Tectum / Retinal ganglion cells /
Spinal cord
echolocating bats FoxP2 Suprageniculate nucleus (SG) /Anterior cingulatedcortex (ACC) (⇡ BA 32, 33, 24)
mouse Foxp2 Cerebral cortex / Thalamus / Cerebellum / Spinalcord
Table 2: Some preliminary bases for a putative cross-species ChIN comprising language.
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2016, Chabout et al. 2016). Plotting observations made in these papers, results
in an anatomical continuum that comprises neighboring or equivalent structures
to the ones routinely pinpointed as correlates of FOXP2 expression in the case of
humans, as reflected in table 2.
In any event, the most dramatic results of this comparative enterprise have
been provided to date for the case of songbirds. More concretely, the role of the
FOPX2 transcription factor in the development and activity of the brain of these
avian species has been firmly established (Haesler et al. 2004, Teramitsu et al.
2004), and a structure considered to be equivalent to (parts of) the basal ganglia
(Area X) has been pinpointed as the one with which FOXP2 more strongly corre-
lates (Haesler et al. 2007, Phillmore et al. 2014). Moreover, the role of retinoic acid
as a key inductive signal in the development of this and some closely related struc-
tures (e.g., HVC, RA, IMAN) was known even before (Denisenko-Nehrbass et al.
2000, Denisenko-Nerhbass & Melo 2001, Roeske 2010, Roeske et al. 2014). Finally,
an impressive amount of information regarding active (putatively realizer) genes
of the referred structures has been recently provided, which strongly supports the
homological relation with the human brain’s candidate correlates (Pfenning et al.
2014): Namely, 78 genes are identified as active both in the songbird Area X and the
human putamen, 40 in the birdsong RA and the surroundings of the human central
sulcus, and an unspecified number (but in the order of the tens) in the birdsong
RA and the human laryngeal motor cortex (LMC). Figure 2 offers a visualization of
these results.
The resistance to admit all this background as informative of cases of bona
fide homology strikes us as surprising. In this regard, Berwick’s and Chomsky’s
position is paradigmatic: On the one hand, they agree that such data point to a
case of deeply shared evolutionary history; on the other hand, they believe that it
only touches the (peripheral) Externalization component of human language. Lan-
guage ‘proper’— that is the generative engine in charge of composing unbound-
edly internal expressions (aka bare thoughts)— has nothing to do with the kinds
of molecular and anatomical findings that we have been reviewing (Berwick &
Chomsky 2011, Berwick & Chomsky 2016, Chomsky 2016). Their stance is how-
Figure 2: Some homological relations between the birdsong and the human brain, well established
on developmental grounds. Illustration reproduced from Balari & Lorenzo (2015b: 12; fig. 4).
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ever deceiving, for some animal models make us suspect that the cognitive import
of the putative ChIN that we endorse is, as a matter of fact, orthogonal to the ex-
ternalization/thought distinction. For example, Schreiweis et al. (2014) conclude
that, in mice, it correlates with the declarative vs. procedural styles of learning and
processing, and Chandrasekaran et al. (2015) corroborate that this appears to be
also the case in humans.
But let us put aside these kinds of functional considerations for the time be-
ing. Berwick’s and Chomsky’s position is still, in all likelihood, conceptually un-
sound: Their discriminating between an externalization-related component and an
internal thought-related component within the faculty of language, is merely made
by fiat—that is, independently of any biological criterion. Ultimately, it conspicu-
ously runs against Lenneberg’s LPFP. But note that even if the biolinguistic claim
were admissible that language is an instrument for thought— as Chomsky believes
it to be—it still is without any biological motivation that an instrument for thought
cannot be the same instrument that different animals use for, say, communication.
In any event, such are bold claims, made without caring about the level(s) of or-
ganic activity on which claims of homology— or of lack thereof— can legitimately
be made. We presently turn to this issue.
3.2. Physiological Function
Biological Foundations of Language can be safely described as the best compendium
of neurophysiological knowledge concerning language, for 1967. One must not
forget that, at the time of writing, the data coming from neuroscience Lenneberg
had at his disposal had not yet gone much beyond the pioneering work of Edgar
Adrian in the late 1920s.4 No wonder then that our vindication of Lenneberg in
this context will have little to do with empirical findings. As it was the case in the
previous subsection we will focus on questions of method and insight.
If we were to highlight what in our opinion are the most relevant aspects
of Lenneberg’s stance with respect to the role of neurophysiology for the case of
language, we think we would underline the following:
(i) Lenneberg’s conviction that gross differences in cognitive capacities would
translate to relatively small differences in structure, but would correlate in-
stead with differences in the way a number of fairly well-preserved (i.e. ho-
mologous) structures interact.
(ii) Lenneberg’s conception of biolinguistic explanation.
As for the first, we will have little to say, since this is today considered com-
mon knowledge in the field of neuroscience: “The main difference between brains
of simple and complex animals is merely the number of neuronal loops that link
4 A few examples will suffice. The Hodgkin and Huxley model of the action potential was first
presented in 1952, but it remained a model for at least 20 years; the first experiments by Hubel
and Wiesel on the visual cortex of the cat were first presented in 1962, but these just define
a research project that, again, spans for more that 20 years; finally, the Society for Neuro-
science was only founded in 1969 (https://www.sfn.org/About/Mission-and-Strategic-Plan;
accessed 16/07/2017). These and many other examples can be found in any contemporary
neuroscience book; see Churchland (1986), Churchland & Sejnowski (1992), Rieke et al. (1997),
Craver (2007). Also see Arbib (this issue) who makes the same point.
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the outputs to the inputs” (Buzsa´ki 2006: 32; see also Schneider 2014). To be sure,
another point on which everyone appears to agree is that we want to understand
brain ‘computation’ and that this is impossible without knowing something about
the basic connectivity of the brain (Eliasmith &Anderson 2003: Ch. 1, Buzsa´ki 2006:
Ch. 2, Seung 2012 for an introduction to ‘connectomics’). Lenneberg did not express
it with these words, but it is obvious that this is what he meant when he wrote that
“[a]ll aspects of behavior may be considered to be based upon modulation of activ-
ity in neuronal nets” (Lenneberg 1967: 215). The crucial point however is the role
Lenneberg attached to neurobiological descriptions in accounts of human linguis-
tic capacities, since it is pretty clear that for him a complete characterization of the
underlying mechanisms constituted a full-fledged explanation of the phenomena
in question. This idea permeates the whole book, but perhaps the most illustrative
quotation is this:
It would be presumptuous to try to explain the nature of the innate
events that control the operations of language. We may, however, as-
sume that mechanisms are involved, such as (1) the modulation of fir-
ing characteristics of nerve cells; (2) the triggering of temporal patterns
in neuronal chains; (3) the modulation of oscillatory characteristics of
endogenous activities; and (4) the production of spreading of distur-
bances. These are some of the components of the automaton. How
these phenomena interact to elaborate language remains a mystery.
(Lenneberg 1967: 221)
In the purest Cartesian tradition (note his reference to the automaton), Lenne-
berg’s conception of explanation is mechanistic through and through. But why
should we bother to emphasize this point?—Some may ask: Is it not the case that
explanation in the biolinguistic tradition has always beenmechanistic? Well, not re-
ally (or not quite), we would contend, which obviously deserves some elaboration
and to which we will devote the remainder of this section.
The issue is a delicate one. And it is because, although it is generally as-
sumed that cognitive science/psychology and (bio)linguistics have been sailing in
the same boat for the last sixty years, it is certainly not the case that both have
adopted the same explanatory standards.5 Take the case of cognitive science first.
In this field, the debate has mostly centered around Jerry Fodor’s notion of a ‘spe-
cial science’ and the specific explanatory requirements that, according to him, these
sciences impose (see Fodor 1965, 1968, 1974, 1975: 1–26, 1997). In essence, Fodor’s
model of explanation is a two-step account, where the first step (the phase one ex-
planations of Fodor 1965) is to be set in terms of functionally characterized notions
like ‘beliefs,’ ‘desires,’ and so on, complemented by research “directed towards de-
termining the nature of the mechanisms whose functional characteristics phase one
theories specify” (Fodor 1965: 176). We have dug into the roots of the issue, because
Fodor’s early writings already delineate a view in which functional and mechanis-
5 Our use of the labels ‘cognitive science,’ ‘psychology,’ and ‘biolinguistics’ is merely instrumen-
tal and certainly not intended to capture the complex geography of the field. The intended
idea, as it will become clear presently, is that Chomsky’s position needs to be set apart from
mainstream approaches to cognition, hence, to simplify further, in the text we will as of now
just confront ‘cognitive science’ with ‘biolinguistics’.
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tic explanations are presented as different, albeit complementary, things and, con-
sequently, autonomous from each other. The autonomy thesis erected by Fodor in
1965 and later propped up in Fodor (1974, 1997) is one of the dominant perspec-
tives in contemporary cognitive science generically known as ‘functionalism’.6 In
a nutshell, functionalism is the idea that cognitive systems are to be analyzed at a
functional level that is not reducible to the neurophysiological level, mostly because
macrolevel functional descriptions may be multiply realized at the microlevel, ren-
dering any attempt to reduce the former to the latter impossible or, at least, uninfor-
mative and, therefore, not really explanatory; see, in addition to the already cited
works, Putnam (1975) for a construction of the argument parallel to Fodor’s, and
Polger & Shapiro (2016) for a detailed exposition of the issues involved. The net ef-
fect of this perspective is the well-known attitude observedwithin cognitive science
that research can proceed without paying too much attention to what is going on in
the neurosciences. But the historical reasons of such a divorce run deeper and stem
from the more or less tacit acceptance by most cognitive scientists of the deduc-
tive nomological model of explanation articulated by Hempel & Oppenheim (1948)
coupled with the unity of science view of Oppenheim & Putnam (1958). According
to this model, genuine scientific explanation amounts to reduction of (the laws of)
some higher-level science to (the laws of) a lower-level science, where the most fun-
damental science is physics, such that, eventually, all science would be reduced to
physics. This is a somewhat caricaturized exposition of the model, which doesn’t
affect the fact that it has been taken very seriously by many philosophers and cog-
nitive scientists, in particularly those within the eliminativist camp (Churchland
1989, especially chapters 1 and 5, Bickle 1998, 2003). Thus, functionalism may be
understood as a movement within cognitive science which, feeling uncomfortable
with the prospects of elimination wielded by reductionist models of explanation,
opts for amiddle-ground position accepting aweaker (non-eliminativist) version of
reduction that supposedly would keep it away from the dangers of (metaphysical)
dualism (see Kim 2005, for a paradigmatic exercise along these lines).
It is interesting to notice to what an extent has Chomsky remained alien to
these debates. Indeed, to great disappointment for many functionalists (e.g., Lycan
2003), he has mostly kept a (censoring) silence towards functionalist positions only
broken to effectively dismantling it (Chomsky 2003, also 1997: 29–31). And for good
reason: Chomsky’s thought may be subject to many different criticisms but it cer-
tainly cannot be charged with incoherence, and one of the most salient (and often
misunderstood) of Chomsky’s philosophical positions is the one summarized by
the following quotation: “Lacking a concept of ‘matter’ or ‘body’ or ‘the physical,’
we have no coherent way to formulate issues related to the ‘mind-body problem’”
(Chomsky 1995a: 4–5).7 As a consequence, Chomsky’s ‘naturalism’ concerning
the mind is at most homophonous with the ‘naturalism’ typically observed within
6 “Functionalism is a mess”, Polger (2004: 71) observes, but as far as the argument in the text is
concerned, little hinges on the nuanced variety of different functionalisms currently en vogue.
See Polger (2004) for a taxonomy.
7 The most explicit elaboration of this position by Chomsky goes back to the late 1980s through
the 1990s, roughly in parallel to the first steps of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995b)—
presumably not a coincidence, but it certainly could be identified in most of his more philo-
sophical works prior to that; see Chomsky (2000) for a collection of texts where the idea is
articulated, and Poland (2003) for an illuminating analysis.
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Anglo-American philosophy of mind (Dennett 2017, for the most recent example),
as it is not an exercise of ‘naturalization’ but simply the assumption that minds are
natural objects and therefore constrained by the very same principles applying to
other entities of the world, whatever they are.8 Only in this context can Chomsky’s
iterated affirmation that eliminativism as a doctrine is not really intelligible be un-
derstood (e.g., Chomsky 2000: 25, among many other sources). It is not intelligible
because, if we interpret Chomsky’s naturalism correctly (and we think we do), the
kind of reductive eliminativism9 so feared by the likes of Fodor and Putnam only
makes sense when relying on the Oppenheim-Putnam Unity of Science framework
for explanation, which is not Chomsky’s. His framework is Cartesian (i.e., mecha-
nistic) from root to branch, with the only proviso referred to above concerning the
status of the ‘physical’—just like Lenneberg’s, by the way.
The biolinguistic tradition thus appears to converge with a new wave of
mechanistic philosophy of science, whose foundational text is Machamer et al.
(2000) and which has given rise to a number of relevant monographs (Craver 2007,
Bechtel 2008, Craver & Darden 2013, Piccinini 2015).10 The idea behind mechanistic
explanation is a priori fairly simple, but actuality suggests that it is not as easy to
apply consistently as it seems. Take, for example, a standard definition of mecha-
nism like the following:
Mechanisms are how things work, and in learning how things work we
learn ways to do work with them. Biologists try to discover mecha-
nisms because mechanisms are important for prediction, explanation,
and control.
Biologists seek mechanisms that produce, underlie, or maintain a phe-
nomenon.11
(Craver & Darden 2013: 15)
As the definition suggests, the basic methodology of mechanistic explana-
tion consists in identifying a phenomenon we want to explain—say, Long-Term
8 See, in particular, Chomsky (2000: Ch. 4). In a slightly different context we adopted the same
strategy in our attack to functionalism in Balari & Lorenzo (2015a). As a matter of historical
detail, however, we are not entirely sure that the Newtonian revolution had the effect of turn-
ing “Newton’s anti-materialism” into “scientific common sense” (Chomsky 1995a: 5), simply
because ‘immaterial’ at the time had a variety of meanings, ranging from ‘not directly percep-
tible’ to ‘poorly understood’, all of them falling within what was considered to be ‘natural’
(vs. the ‘supernatural’); see Balari & Lorenzo (2013b) where some illustrative examples taken
from the work of Richard Owen and Michael Faraday, for example, are presented.
9 The epithet ‘reductive’ is pertinent here, because not all varieties of eliminativism are reduc-
tive. Thus, for example, Churchland’s (1989) or Stich’s (1983) eliminativism towards folk-
psychological categories is not motivated by the idea that these will eventually be reduced
to neurophysiological categories but by the conviction that folk psychology is nothing but a
“culturally entrenched theory” (Churchland 1989: 17) that will vanish as science progresses;
similarly (and for similar reasons), we have exhibited our eliminative tendencies towards tele-
ological functions in Balari & Lorenzo (2010).
10 Perhaps not surprisingly, no tradition acknowledges the other but both locate their historical
roots in references to Cartesianism (cf. Chomsky 1966, Bechtel 2008: Ch. 1, Craver & Darden
2013: Ch. 1).
11 “We want to discover how actual systems work” (Chomsky 1997: 31). “While teleology seeks
to answer a why-is-it-there question by answering a prior what-is-it-for question, functional
analysis does not address a why-is-it-there question at all, but a how-does-it-work question”
(Cummins 2002: 158).
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Potentiation (LTP), to take a classical example—and describing the mechanism that
produces, underlies or maintains it—in the case of LTP, the release of glutamate
from a pre-synaptic neuron that results in changes in a post-synaptic neuron; see
Craver (2007: 65–72), for details. Essentially, then, the strategy involves identify-
ing a series of “entities and activities organized such that they are productive of
regular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination conditions” (Craver &
Darden 2013: 15). It would therefore seem that there’s nothing new under the sun
(and, in some sense, there isn’t) because this looks very much like the kind of ‘func-
tional analysis’ that, for example, Fodor (1965) and Cummins (1975, 1983) claim is
an integral part of a complete psychological explanation. The (crucial) difference
has to do with how the relevant levels of analysis are conceptualized in one and
the other approach. Remember that Fodor justified a two-level approach in order
to argue for the autonomy of functional analysis from mechanistic explanation and
that we traced this back to Fodor’s more or less tacit acceptance of a conception of
levels based on the unity of science view. What Fodor failed to see12 is that reject-
ing autonomy is not an argument for reductionism, it has never been, because the
conception of ‘level’ that is predominant in the mechanistic tradition has nothing to
do with the Oppenheim-Putnam model and, de facto, renders the classical idea of
reduction nonsensical (as Chomsky would probably put it). Levels of mechanisms
are not levels of science, because they involve a kind of part-whole relation in the
sense that they are levels of behaving components that, in turn, may be identified as
mechanisms, and therefore the part-whole relation makes only sense in the context
of the mechanistic decomposition, often failing to correspond to the spatial bound-
aries one identifies in a purely mereological analysis; see Craver (2007: Ch. 5) and
Craver (2015) for discussion and examples.
And thus we come to one of the cruces of the matter, since it is our con-
tention that most self-declared biolinguistic approaches—but according to our exe-
gesis, closer to the cognitivist orthodoxy; see fn. 4—have systematically misapplied
the notion of ‘level’ in their attempts at solving the unification problem, in Chom-
sky’s (2000: 103) sense.13 Take the case of David Poeppel’s proposals as to how to
carry out the program originally delineated by himself and David Embick (Poep-
pel & Embick 2005, Poeppel 2012). In his paper, Poeppel argues, convincingly, that
most current research in cognitive neuroscience is wrongheaded because it insists
on drawing maps of the brain, associating functions to specific areas, when “local-
ization and spatial mapping are not explanation” (Poeppel 2012: 35). As an alter-
12 The case of Cummins is a bit more elaborate and a close examination would take us too far
afield; see Piccinini & Craver (2011) for discussion.
13 Chomsky has not been very specific about what he means by ‘unification’, but in Chomsky
(1993: 46) he associates the concept with the question “How can organized matter have [the
properties of mind identified by the Cartesians]?”, so we believe it is safe to identify ‘unifica-
tion’ withwhat Craver (2007: Ch. 7) terms ‘interlevel integration’ (roughly, identifying an item
as a component of a higher-level mechanism and, in turn, identifying the lower-level mecha-
nisms that constitute that component qua mechanism). Also, although Chomsky sometimes
uses the word ‘reduction’ when considering one of the possible consequences of unification,
he cannot possibly mean ‘reduction’ in the classical sense and we take it that his use is roughly
synonymous to what Craver calls ‘intralevel integration’ (roughly, integration of different dis-
ciplines into an encompassing discipline); in fact, one of the examples Chomsky usually refers
to (the incorporation of biology within known biochemistry) is better interpreted in this sense
(Craver & Darden 2013).
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native, Poeppel makes a case for what he calls addressing the ‘mapping problem’,
which he defines as the
[. . . ] investigation of the (ultimately necessary) formal relations between
two sets of hypothesized inventories, the inventory constructed by the
language sciences and that constructed by the neurosciences.
(Poeppel 2012: 35; emphasis in original)
To the extent that the meaning of the phrase ‘formal relations’ remains suitably
vague, Poeppel’s approach may count as mechanistic (as opposed to reductionist),
but it is not obvious that he succeeds in really dismissing the classical view (if this
is really his goal).14 The main problem lies in Poeppel’s invocation of David Marr’s
levels—which has become standard in cognitive science—as the guiding model to
achieve explanatory theories. But appealing to Marr’s levels can only generate a
paradox, because Marr never believed in the explanatory power of neuroscience,15
while Poeppel is clearly assuming otherwise. To be sure, Marr’s model of explana-
tion could be better characterized as intentional, even teleological, given the pre-
ponderance of ‘why’ components as opposed to the ‘how’ components typical of
mechanistic explanations (Shagrir 2010), and therefore, without actually denying
that the kind of computational analysis thatMarr proposesmay play some explana-
tory role, it cannot be the central element of any true computational mechanistic ap-
proach (Piccinini 2007, Shagrir 2010, Piccinini & Craver 2011, Piccinini 2015). More
to the point, Marr’s ‘computational’ and ‘algorithmic’ levels are not levels in the
up-down interpretation that (almost) everybody gives to them (e.g., Poeppel 2012:
52), but rather slightly different perspectives from which a particular mechanism
can be looked at and, hence, not actually autonomous from the ‘implementation’
level nor from each other, as Marr suggested (see Piccinini & Craver 2011: 302–303
and Piccinini 2015: 97–98, for discussion and further justification). Again, this is
not to deny that a computational analysis may be relevant, but as we will suggest
presently it will only share some elements with that of David Marr, namely those
that clearly involve a breakup of the computational mechanism into parts, together
with an assignment of functions and organization to those parts that is capable of
showing that the capacities of the system are an effect of how the parts perform
their activities (Piccinini 2007, 2015).
The issue of Marr’s levels has percolated to other approaches trying to fulfill
Poeppel’s program. For example, Boeckx and Theofanopoulu (2014: 405 and figure
1) propose a stratified approach that supposedly bottoms out at the ‘genome’ and
tops off at the ‘phenome’ or phenotypic level, spanning a number of intermediate
levels like the ‘connectome’ (the set of neural connections), the ‘dynome’ (the link-
ing of brain connectivity with brain dynamics), and the ‘cognome’ (roughly Marr’s
14 For example, the kinds of relations typical reductionist approaches describe between theories
at different levels are inferential (i.e., formal; Craver 2005). Also, while Poeppel often appears
to be arguing against reductionism (e.g., Poeppel 2012: 36, 51, 52), his putative attacks are
lukewarm at best, as he mostly seems in fact to be refurbishing Fodor’s autonomy thesis by
vindicating the equal status as fundamental science of cognitive psychology with respect to
neuroscience.
15 “The key observation is that neurophysiology and psychophysics have as their business to
describe the behavior of cells or of subjects but not to explain such behavior” (Marr 1982: 15;
emphasis in original). By the way, Chomsky has also expressed his reservations to finding
points of contact between his approach and Marr’s (Chomsky 1997: 23).
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computational levels; Poeppel 2012: 35). Consider the case of the ‘connectome’ and
the ‘dynome’, for example. These are clearly not levels in any possible sense, since,
as Kopell et al.—the inventors of the term ‘dynome’—observe:
What is needed is not only what is connected, but how and in what di-
rections regions of the brain are connected: what signals they convey
and how those signals are acted upon as part of a neural computational
process. (Kopell et al. 2014: 1319; emphasis in original)
Thus, in a typical mechanistic fashion, we identify the connections (parts) and the
signals and operations over signals (activities) these parts perform, and it is this
organization together with its behavior in specific circumstances what makes this
the mechanism underlying a phenomenon, not their position in a predefined level.
In fact, talk of levels defined a priori is useless, because, as pointed out by Craver
(2007: 191), this has to be solved on a case-by-case basis—what is explanatory rele-
vant for each phenomenon “cannot be read off a menu of levels in advance.”
Failure to carry out a mechanistic analysis may result in misrepresenting
Lenneberg’s prediction that “it is not possible to assign any specific neuro-anatomic
structure to the capacity for language” (Lenneberg 1967: 72) in the sense that we
“need to think of language-related tasks as ‘whole-brain’ affairs” (Boeckx & The-
ofanopoulou 2014: 411). This, we surmise, is inaccurate and a mere side effect of
the fact that, more often than not, “the components picked out in a mechanistic
decomposition fail to correspond to paradigmatic entities with clear spatial bound-
aries” (Craver 2007: 190), because the unifying principle is organized behavior or,
in other words, “the peculiar way in which the various parts of the brain work to-
gether” (Lenneberg 1967: 72). Part of the problem stems, no doubt, from lack of
consensus—and, we should add, accuracy—in the characterization of what consti-
tutes the ‘linguistic cognome’, to use Poeppel’s (2012) expression and diagnostic,
which may be worked out also by applying Poeppel’s recipe of ‘radical decom-
position’ in the characterization of the phenomena liable to mechanistic analysis,
‘language’ being just an umbrella term ranging across several phenomena, each
subserved by a manifold of (possibly overlapping) underlying mechanisms.
Notwithstanding, Poeppel’s strategy, promising as it is, still faces in our opin-
ion a more recalcitrant problem: the problem of computation (Balari & Lorenzo
2016). Few would challenge today the contention that the foundational hypoth-
esis of cognitive science is that cognition is computation.16 Lenneberg, for one,
already foresaw that the core of an explanatory account of language would nec-
essarily incorporate a computational account of the biological operations involved
(physiological function)17—hence our digression above to reach this point. Unfor-
16 Some do, for example Tim van Gelder (van Gelder 1995, 1998), but, as shown by Kaplan
& Craver (2011), the kinds of models championed by dynamicists are holistic models that
describe the behavior of some complex system without actually paying attention to how it
does work and are, therefore, nonmechanistic.
17 This point is more explicitly expressed by Lenneberg in his 1969 paper than in the 1967 book,
thus:
it is [. . . ] reasonable to assume that individuals who speak Turkish, English, or
Basque (or who spoke Sanskrit some millennia ago) all have (or had) the same
kind of brain, that is, a computer with the same operating principles and the
same sensorium; (Lenneberg 1969: 640)
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tunately, paraphrasing John Haugeland (2002: 160), we don’t seem to know any-
more what computation really is. Which probably is but the tip of the iceberg of
our poor current understanding of cognition at a functional/physiological level.
Computation, to be sure, is a complex notion, susceptible to many different inter-
pretations and formalizations (Smith 2002, for at least seven of these) and therefore
we still need to find an answer to the question: “What type of computation is cog-
nition?” (Smolensky & Legendre 2006: 5; emphasis in original). But the question
itself may be deceiving, for we do not even know whether computation exhausts
cognition. So a first, more urgent question would perhaps be: “What type of cogni-
tion is computation?” Some higher-order notion should come to the rescue here, a
natural (cover) kind of sorts for all types of cognition—computational or otherwise.
Some insistently claim that the ‘dynamical system’ concept may do the job (see, for
example, Wheeler 2005). But if so: What type of dynamical system is a computa-
tional system? For many, the answer is straightforward: Dynamical computational
systems are those that specifically feed on units that matter for their informational
value, not just for their metabolic or energetic import. But this just introduces us
into the not less slippery vocabulary of vehicles, symbols, representations, and so
forth (Balari & Lorenzo 2016), the prospect of naturalizing which is for many be-
yond the limits of the human science-forming capacity.
Even putting aside most such complicating factors, the most plausible for-
malization of computation capable of accounting for higher cognitive processes,
digital computation, doesn’t appear to match what we know so far about what
is going on in the brain. In other words, neural computation (if it is computa-
tion at all) appears to be sui generis (Piccinini & Bahar 2013), and at present we
do not have a comprehensive notion of computation encompassing the traditional
view and the kind of computational activity that brains are presumed to perform—
computational neuroscientists simply assume that nervous systems compute, no
one has ever proven that this is so (Piccinini & Shagrir 2014). In any event, it might
be the case that a concept of computation not very different from the traditional
one will be suitable enough for the particular case of the computation of internal
linguistic expressions, considering that this is a task in which the subtle and precise
synchronization processes with the complex ongoing flux of environmental stim-
ulation, which for some marks an upper limit for classical computation (Wheeler
2005), do not dramatically arise. So far, however, all this is beyond anyone’s guess.
We raise these issues hopefully not for provoking a paralyzing effect, but
to caution against an excessively enthusiastic reading of certain recent proposals
concerning the computational character of brain oscillations (e.g., those of Murphy
2015, 2016) which do not seem to have taken into account the complications we just
alluded to. To repeat, this is not to deny the potential relevance of brain oscillations
in an eventual account of neural computation, but evidence so far is only correla-
tional, in the sense that oscillations do play some role in linguistic tasks (e.g., Lewis
et al. 2015, Lewis & Bastiaansen 2015, Ding et al. 2016), but we have so far been
unable to disentangle the computational role they purportedly play. Compared to
the bulk of data coming from the neuroscience camp, relatively little effort is be-
ing devoted to articulate detailed computational analyses capable of “[challenging]
and “[t]he human brain is a biochemical machine; it computes the relations expressed in sen-
tences and their components” (Lenneberg 1969: 642–643).
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neurobiologists to define and characterize the neural circuitry that can underpin
[them]”, as Poeppel (2012: 52) would put it. The theory of computation is our main
tool to carry out this project as it makes it possible to construct hypotheses and to
identify constraints under the assumption that, if brains compute, then cognition
is tractable (Frixione 2001, van Rooij 2008, Balari & Lorenzo 2013a). An example of
this could be the proposal articulated both by Gallistel & King (2009) and by Balari
& Lorenzo (2013a), each based on different grounds, that a basic component in the
architecture of the computational systemwould be a memory workspace, given the
inherent complexity of certain tasks carried out both by humans and other animals.
A project not too detached form Lenneberg’s conjecture that
The cognitive function underlying language consists of an adaptation
of a ubiquitous process (among vertebrates) of categorization and ex-
traction of similarities. (Lenneberg 1967: 374)
4. Concluding Remarks
In Language and Thought, Chomsky conjectures that if the human cognitive system
was
embedded in different performance systems in some hypothetical (per-
haps biologically impossible) organism, [lexical items] could serve as
instructions for some other activity. (Chomsky 1993: 48)
In this paper we have tried to show that the research program delineated by Lenne-
berg, with his views on phylogenetics and mechanistic explanation, already con-
tains the seeds for showing that Chomsky’s hypothesized organism is not only not
biologically impossible but that it may have been, and may be, quite actual. Bad
times for human uniqueness? We believe so. In any event, not worse than 50 years
ago, when Eric Lenneberg had already broadcasted it.
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